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Built for Severe Applications
In the most severe applications, CYCLE-MASTER® Tough Rubber Doors 
deliver unmatched durability and reliability. Designed for the most difficult 
environments, CYCLE-MASTER® Tough Rubber Doors will continue 
performing year after year with minimal maintenance. Consider CYCLE-
MASTER® in areas that have harsh environments, windload or pressure 
concerns, possible door impact or high traffic conditions. For applications 
where other doors have failed, the CYCLE-MASTER® Tough Rubber Door 
is the solution. 

Unique Guide Curtain Retention System
The NEWGEN® Guide and CurtainLok™ retention system allows the 
CYCLE-MASTER® door to withstand both positive and negative pressures 
while withstanding severe impacts from vehicles and heavy materials. 
The NEWGEN® system utilizes a high strength extruded aluminum guide 
and an exclusive CurtainLok™ that is attached to the SBR rubber with 
reinforced core weave curtain. The CurtainLok™ retains the curtain in the 
guides when the door is subjected to either positive or negative pressures 
up to 20 PSF. However, if the door curtain is impacted by a vehicle or 
heavy materials, the aluminum guide allows the CurtainLok™ to pass 
through the guide opening and releases the curtain without damage to 
either the curtain or guide. The curtain can then be inserted back into the 
guides in a matter of minutes.

Easy to Reset
The CYCLE-MASTER® Tough Rubber Door is easy to reset once impacted 
by a vehicle or heavy materials. The CYCLE-MASTER® has a Knock-Away 
bottom bar that allows the curtain to come out of the guides when hit by 
force. The Knock-Away bottom bar can be repaired in minutes with the 
replacement of standard bolts. Once the bottom bar has been repaired, 
the curtain (which is then outside of the guides) can be cycled to the top 
of the door. The bottom bar will easily feed back into the guides and the 
door is then operational. Resetting the CYCLE-MASTER® Tough Rubber 
Door does not require unbolting the entire guide structure; it only takes 
minutes rather than hours to get the door operational again.

Designed for Long Life
The CYCLE-MASTER® Tough Rubber door is designed to endure the most 
demanding environments. With models ranging from 50,000 life cycles 
to unlimited life cycles, within the warranty period, the CYCLE-MASTER® 
can survive any application.

Model CMS-10
The CYCLE-MASTER® Model CMS-10 is for applications requiring up to 
200,000 life cycles. The Model CMS-10 utilizes counterbalancing torsion 
springs that are located on the outside of the door compartment for easy 
replacement. For door applications that will cycle up to 100 times per day, 
the CYCLE-MASTER® Model CMS-10 is the tough rubber door that will 
tolerate the rigors of a harsh environment.

Model CM-20
The CYCLE-MASTER® Model CM-20 is for applications requiring over 
200,000 life cycles. The Model CM-20 is a springless design utilizing a 
heavy duty helical gear head operator for extreme high cycle applications. 
This model is ideal when low head room is required. For door applications 
that will cycle over 100 times per day, the CYCLE-MASTER® Model CM-
20 is the tough rubber door that will persevere in the most demanding 
cycle requirements.

Typical Applications
Manufacturing: Railcars, Automotive, Aircraft, Military, Construction 
Equipment, Sand Blasting Booths, Blast Freezers

Maintenance Buildings: Mining, Rail, Transit, Military

Primary Extraction: Mining (headframes, crusher and load outs), 
Smelting, Refining, Oil Sands, Agriculture

Primary Resource Manufacturing: Steel, Aluminum, Pulp and Paper, 
Food Processing, Waste Transfer, Recycling Facilities

Transportation: Airport, Postal, Rail, Courier, City Transit Facilities, 
Parking Garages, Underground Parking.

Featured on the cover: The TD Garden Arena, Boston, Massachusetts, has several 
tough rubber doors installed throughout the exterior of their building providing secure 
and durable protection of the property as well as easy access in all weather conditions.
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Curtain: ¼” Black SBR rubber with polyester core. Flexible and resistant to  abusive 
environments and impacts in temperatures from -40 F to 180 F.

Patented NEWGEN guide and CurtainLok™ system. Reliable and consistent door 
operation and impact release performance. No guide gap maintenance required.

Outboard Springs (Model CMS-10)

Easy Reset after impact with door in operation with in minutes.

Knock-Away double angle steel bottom bar with rubber astragal and reversing edge.

Photoelectric sensing device

Sleek profile with easy installation, reduced clearances and minimal maintenance.

Options: Different Curtain Colors, Windows, Hoods, Traveling Windbar, MSHA-rated 
self-extinguishing curtains, corrosive resistant curtains

Heavy Duty Gear Head Operator or High Efficiency Helical Gear Head Operator

Mounting & Clearance

Counterbalance Spring Assembly
Model CMS-10

Springless Cycle Duty Design
Model CM-20
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